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On April 26, the US, Canada, and Mexico announced the creation of a special mechanism to ensure
a stable foreign exchange market. US Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen announced creation of the
new fund at a press conference in Washington. Also present at the announcement were US Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, Mexican Finance Secretary Pedro Aspe, Canadian Finance
Minister Paul Martin, Banco de Mexico president Miguel Mancera, and Bank of Canada president
Gordon Thiesen.
According to the Wall Street Journal, the new mechanism expands a US$6 billion fund agreement
announced shortly after the assassination of Luis Donaldo Colosio (see SourceMex, 03/30/94) to US
$8.8 billion and allows quicker access to the funds in times of crisis. The idea of the fund was actually
conceived by the US Congress during consideration of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) in November of 1993.
The fund will function as a support mechanism for the peso in times of crisis, allowing the Mexican
government to draw on the fund's reserves when demand for dollars substantially increases.
Because a sudden increase in demand for dollars rapidly depletes the country's foreign reserves, the
value of the peso quickly depreciates in relation to the US and Canadian dollars, thus potentially
disrupting trade and investment plans. As a result, both of Mexico's trade partners are interested
in stabilizing Mexico's currency to provide an appropriate business climate for trade under the
NAFTA.
Under the new arrangement, the US Treasury and the US Federal Reserve Bank will each contribute
US$3 billion to the pool. In addition, the Bank of Canada and the Banco de Mexico expanded an
existing "swap agreement" to one billion Canadian dollars (US$727 million), while the Federal
Reserve and the Bank of Canada reaffirmed their US$2 billion swap.
According to traders and analysts in the US and Mexican foreign exchange markets, the new fund
will help ensure the strength of the peso above a fluctuating lower limit established by President
Carlos Salinas de Gortari's administration. The Salinas administration allows a daily devaluation of
0.0004 peso per day, in order to compensate for the country's inflation rate of 8% for 1993.
US officials emphasized that the US$8.8 billion swap agreement will not be used to coordinate or
fix exchange rates, and will become available only in "crisis" situations. Similarly, Aspe pledged
that Mexico will also be very diligent in requesting the use of the swap agreement. "We will remain
firmly committed to this pact," Aspe assured US and Canadian officials. As a result of the meeting
to create the swap agreement, the finance ministers and the heads of the central banks of the three
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countries also reached an accord to create the North American Financial Group, which will meet at
least once a year to discuss mutual problems among the three countries.
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